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During the 1975 Park City conference, G. Mason raised the question: Let P 
be the group of order 34 with maximal class and fin,(P) of type (3, 3). Can a finite 
simple group G have Sylow 3-subgroup P, with centralizers of elements of P# 
contained in N(P)? 
We may apply “exceptional” modular character theory to this problem, and 
answer the question in the negative, using the slightly stronger result: 
THEOREM. Let G be a $nite group, P a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. 
Suppose: (1) P is of order 34 and maximal class, with sZ,(P) e Z, x Z, 
(2) For 1 # Q d P, N(Q) = WYQN . NW(Q). 
Then G = O,(G) . N(P). 
This is the expected answer, since in all known cases the assumption of 
strong 3-embedding severely restricts the Sylow 3-structure (see forthcoming 
work of M. Aschbacher). On the other hand, in simple groups having Sylow 
3-group P (such as PSL,(q) for 4 = 1 mod 9), we always find some centralizer 
not covered by N(P), so that strong 3-embedding does not hold. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
1. Preliminaries 
First we shall describe P, together with its automorphism group, and suitable 
character theory. N. Blackburn [l] h as classified the 3-groups of maximal class, 
using a very general notation. We introduce a notation more convenient for our 
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particular problem; to translate the generators and relations of [I, (32) through 
(38)] into ours: 
Write x, y, z, w for S, S, , S, , S, . 
Let the parameters take the values 01 = /3 = y = 0 and 6 == 1. It follows 
that our group can be described: 
P = (x, y : x9 = y9 = I ) 2 = ye = w, [y, x] = z, 23 = w3 = I, 
[y, z] = 1, [Z, x] = w\. 
We can then check that: Z(P) = (w); P’ = Q(P) = Z,(P) = L$(P) = 
(z) x (w); the usual Thompson subgroup J(P) = (y) x (z). The quotient 
P/Z(P) is extraspecial of order 27 and exponent 3. We will omit proofs of these 
and other routine details, emphasizing only the essential calculation to be made 
later. 
In view of the previous facts, it is not difficult to determine that I Aut(P)l,, = 2. 
We will need to deal with the group N = P(t) where t is an involutory auto- 
morphism of P defined by xt = x+, yt = y-l. We see that t inverts Z(P) = (w) 
and the Frattini quotient P/@(P). Further Cp(t) = (ZW) and [Q(P), t] = (w). 
We may describe the irreducible characters of P by the following table: 
degree number on P’ = (2) x (w> t-orbits lengths 
-~ 
1 9 1 1, 24 
3 2 30 OrBI # II I" 
3 6 (1 +++w(4+$) 23 
Here the notation 01# fl means the character which is 01 on (z) and p on (w); 
and $ is the character sending z(or w) to a primitive cube root w of 1. From the 
action oft it follows that the group P(t) has irreducible characters described by: 
name degree remarks 
trivial on P; T(t) = -1 
trivial on P’; qi(t) = 0 
rl*’ UP, = 3($ # 1); Q’(t) =: $11 
x,(z) = 0, x,(w) = -1, xi(t) = 0. 
It is not difficult to compute the conjugacy classes of the group P<t>, and obtain 
the following facts: 1 and t represent the 3-regular classes; tzw and tz?wz 
represent the classes which are 3-singular but not 3-elements: x is a self- 
centralizing cycle of order 9; Z(W) and Z”(W) are the only classes of non-real 
3-elements. We are enabled to make an effective final calculation because of the 
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presence of the non-real classes. The relevance of the 3-embedded assumption 
is to allow us to proceed from the principal-block characters of N(P) to those 
of G. 
2. Characters of G 
We now consider a group G, satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem, with 
Sylow 3-group P. Our assumption (2), while weaker than strong 3-embedding, 
is still sufficient to guarantee that N(P) controls fusion, and hence transfer and 
normal 3-complements (see Glauberman [4, Sections 3, 4, 71). So if N(P) : 
P O,(N(P)) we conclude G is 3-nilpotent, and the assertion of the theorem 
holds. Thus we may assume P * O,(N(P)) < N(P); so by our remark on Aut(P), 
W)I%W(~)) zs w>. w e may identify the characters Irr(b) of the principal 
p-block b of N(P) with those of P(t) discussed above. We may follow Feit 
[3, V.71 and Reynolds [6] to define an isometry T: if 7 is a generalized character 
of ww,P(~)) vanishing on 3’-elements, we let 7’ be the sum of the con- 
stituents of 7G from the principal 3-block B of G. Now observe that P(t) is a 
group of “type Y” as discussed in Sibley’s work [7]. In fact, G satisfies all the 
requirements of Hypothesis (2.1) of [7] except that “E” = (t) is of even order. 
However, Sibley uses oddness of 1 E 1 only for his Lemmas (3.4) and (3.5). So 
we may quote the intermediate results (3.3), (4.1)-(4.3), (5.1)-(5.3) to obtain 
the “coherence” conclusion (5.4). This provides us with certain irreducible 
characters of B corresponding to those of P(t), which we denote by: 
In fact, we are able to choose notation so that each capital letter is an irreducible 
character or its negative; and these characters appear as constituents of the 
images under 7 of: 
(7i - 7h (a+ - Yp+)T (37i - (7,+ + Ym-)I, (37i - XA 
in the obvious way. For instance, (7i - 7j) = Ni - N, , and so on. 
Now we may further consider images under r of the class functions of types: 
(1~ + 7 - 7i), (1 + rim- - 7 - 7,+), (1 + ‘I- - 27,). 
Because these characters have small weight, we may use coherence to describe 
their constituents also. After suitable comparison, we obtain the conditions: 
(liv + 7 - 7i)7 = 10 + N - Ni (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). 
(30~ + 7) - xi)’ = 3(lo + N) + Xi (i = 1,2, 3) 
(3( 1 N + 7) - (7,+ + ?lq-)>’ = 3( 1 o + N) - (N,+ + N,-) and similar (3) 
( lN + 7m- - 7 - 7m+>’ = 1 o + N,- - N - N,- expressions for $j 
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These relations in turn give us some character values on 3-elements. We may 
make use of Brauer’s theory of columns [l, Section 51 as developed in [8B]. If 
we let =* means equality on restriction to P #, then (3) translates via [8, (1.4)] 
into: 
N 2 7, Ni z Ti ) xi z= xi 
(4) 
N,’ & rl,+, N,’ & To* 
Finally, (4) tells us that for each a E P #, the full value of the column inner 
product (a, u)~ = (a, u)~(~) is already attained on our set (1, N, Ni ,..., X3}; 
so a standard argument [8C, end of Section 31 shows this set gives all the 
characters of B. 
3. The Class-Algebra of G 
We may also discuss values of characters of Irr(B) on a 3’-element g. Expres- 
sions like (3) vanish on 3’-elements, and we can in fact parametrize the column 
for G in terms of E = N(g): 
Character 1 o N Ni N,+ Nd- N6+ N,- x, 
Value atg 1 E E + 1 E + 2 2E + 1 E + 2 2E + 1 3(E + 1) 
(5) 
Proof. The expression (3) and the similar ones for 3( 1 N + v) - xi give the 
values E + 1, 3(E + 1). If Nm+, Nm- ha ve values A, B then expressions for 
3( IN + 7) - (vQ+ + TV-) and (IN - 7) - (qd* - vd-) give the equations: 
A+B=3(E+l) 
A-B=I-E 
yielding A = E + 2 and B = 2E + 1. And similarly for qa*, giving (5). 
Now since z is non-real, it can never happen that two conjugates of an 
involution g have product ZW. A standard argument [8A, (4.8)] then provides 
the column equation ((g - l)(g - 1)/l, ZW)” = 0. We may evaluate this 
using Section 1 and (5) with parameters Q = N(g) - N(1) and E = N(1). The 
resulting equation is: 
Q" Q" O=x+8m- Q" 3Tq- 
3 4Q” 
2E+ 1 
which simplifies to: 
0 = 2Q2(E - 1)2. 
Now if Q = 0 we obtain N(g) = N(1) and then 4(g) = ((1) for all 5 E Irr(B), 
forcing g E O,(G). Certainly this cannot be true if we take g == t, for P = 
[P, t] $ O,(G). Thus we have E = 1 in any case; that is, N is a linear character. 
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Further note P < K = ker(N) and t $ K, so as at the start of Section 2, K is 
3-nilpotent = O,(K) P. Now N is the only other linear character of Irr(B), 
so N is rational and / G : K = 2. We conclude G = O,,(G) . P(t). = 
O,,(G) h’(P), and the theorem is proved. 
Remarks. (I) Strong 3-embedding of N(P) would require N(Q) < N(P) 
for all I 4 Q < P. We are able to get by with a weaker embedding allowing 
3-regular cores to be non-trivial, since these cores are ignored by the characters 
of the relevant principal 3-blocks. 
(2) Obviously our condition i IV(P): P . O,,(N(P))I = 2 produces a final 
calculation much resembling that of [9] and a number of others in the literature. 
It is not difficult to generalize the present proof to apply to more general Sylow 
3-groups (not just those of maximal class) subject to the conditions I N(P): 
P O,,(N(P)i := 2 and suitable 3-embedding as above. (The subtleties usually 
center around the proof of (4). In fact, recent work of Puig [5] may lead to a 
quite general result of this sort.) However, this may not be of great interest, 
since in practice (as we observed at the beginning) if the Sylow 3-group is 
fairly complicated, the centralizer of some 3-element is not covered by the 
3-normalizer. 
(3) Also we can adapt the proof for any odd p and suitable Sylow p-groups; 
again the difficulties usually arise around the proof of (4). These problems are 
probably of rather less interest than those of the previous remark. 
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